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Opinion: Climate 






Driving Climate Action Through Extension System Reforms 







Suresh Babu & Ramasamy Selvaraju 


Global: ...major shifts in agricultural technology and practices but these can be costly, even if subsidised by governments, and disruptive to smallholders. A complementary strategy involves reforming rural advisory services to...

Read More
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Opinion: Market Access 






Kristin Davis: Helping Small Farmer Families Through Extension 







Kristin Davis 


Global: Agricultural extension – also known as agricultural or rural advisory services (RAS) – is back on the development agenda. A confluence of factors has led to this resurgence of interest....

Read More
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Opinion: Environment, Market Access 






Investing in Rural Infrastructure and Institutions to Empower Smallholder farmers 







Wafaa El Khoury 


Global: ...often involve limited access to advisory services, natural resources and agricultural inputs – including seeds, fertilisers and agro-chemicals – as well as rural finance and markets. The absence of basic...

Read More
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Opinion: Gender 






Young, Rural, and Female: Why Agriculture Needs Girls 







Laura Glenn O’Carroll 


Global: ...girls is critical for solving global hunger. It’s not easy being a rural girl. Across the globe, only 39 percent of rural girls attend secondary school, compared to 45 percent...

Read More
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Opinion: Market Access 






Evaluating Agrovet Services for Kenyan Pastoralists: What’s Working? 







David Galaty 


Africa & Middle East: ...extension services. Alow Dahir Ahmed, who owns Garissa AgroVet in the town of Garissa, says there is an incredible demand for veterinary services and inspired him to be more aggressive...

Read More
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Opinion: Environment, Market Access 






Migration, Agriculture and Food Systems – Understanding Links to Achieve Better Outcomes 







David Suttie 


Africa & Middle East: ...farm families in their transition between rural to urban livelihoods. Opportunities for migration and mobility have long influenced people’s lives and livelihoods, especially in rural communities. By their very nature,...

Read More
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